Advanced shapes to go further
Unique immersive experience
Unlimited versatility

Carré

594 mm x 591 mm x 113 mm, 13 kg

Pyramide

594 mm x 552 mm x 884 mm, 16 kg

How IVL Carrés and IVL Pyramides work:
‣ A square base producing
4 light plans, one by each side
of the square.
‣ Each light plan can be played
independently with various
modes: full light plan, beam,
frost, decor.
‣ Each light plan adjustable in
a 180° angle to create stunning
shapes and perspectives.

‣ Wide coverage area for
the biggest venues.
‣ Works well with other
lightings.
‣ 2 shapes of cover to choose
from (square or pyramid)
to get diﬀerent kind of
advanced lighting shapes
and decorative designs.

Tilt, movement
and frost
‣ 4 separate tilts controlled
together or independently.
‣ Eye-capturing position

(12.5 % tilt DMX value).

‣ Wash effect position: frost
mode (62.5 % tilt DMX value).
‣ Smooth movement at very
low speed.
‣ Instant position change

at very high speed.

Beam control
‣ Intelligent software dividing
each light plan from 2 to 4, 8, 16,
32, 64 beams.
‣ Control on the size, indexation
& rotation of the beam to
enhance the advanced shapes.
‣ Advanced control available
with independent beams on
Red, blue and green.
‣ Beam modes convertible
into intuitive gobo-like controls.

‣ Position presets, easily
adaptable to any venue.

Vibrant light,
smooth RGB
colour spectrum
‣ Super fast scanning system
(333Hz frequency rate) to see
every single nuance of colour.
‣ True RGB.
‣ Smooth enveloping textures

for immersive experiences.

Easy to program,
quick to install
‣ Controlled by any lighting
console. 2 modes: quick start
& advanced programming.
‣ Light-weight, easy to travel,
can be hung in any position,
low logistic needed.

Robust products,
standard safety
‣ Robust conception, aluminium
body, cover in a specific PMMA,
light maintenance.
‣ Compliant with every standard
for immersion use.

IVL™ lighting is a new category of lighting
created by Minuit Une with unique shapes,
unique textures, unique immersive feeling
for memorable designs.

‣ Versatile, quick

Carré

594 mm x 591 mm x 113 mm, 13 kg

Pyramide

594 mm x 552 mm x 884 mm, 16 kg

to install, easy to
program, IVL Carrés
and IVL Pyramides
can ﬁt any venues
and multiply your
creative options.

IVL Carrés and IVL Pyramides are available worldwide:
please contact us to ﬁnd your nearest provider.

Go to our website to ﬁnd video tutorials, ﬁxtures,
preprogrammed console ﬁles and more.

contact@minuitune.com
104 avenue de la Résistance
93100 Montreuil – FRANCE
www.minuitune.com

Exclusive Distributor for Australia & New Zealand
sales@showtools.com.au
www.showtool.com.au

